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Abstract

Intersection theorcros are used to prove the existence of solutions to mathematical
programming and game theoretic problems. Well-known intersection theorems are
thc theorerns of Sperner, Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz (KKM), Scarf, Shapley,
Ichiishi and Gale on the unit simplex. Recently the intersection result of KKM has
been generalized by Ichiishi and Idzik to closed coverings of a compact convex poly-
hedron, called a pulytopc. In this paper we formulate a general intersection theorem
on the polytope. To do so, we need to generalize the concept of balancedness as is
used by Shapley and Ichiishi. The theorem implies most of the results stated above
as special cases. First, we show that the theorems of KKM, Sperner, Scarf, Shapley
and Ichiishi on the unit simplex and also some theorems of Ichiishi and Idzik on a
polytope all satisfy t.he conditions of our theorem on the polytope. Secondly, the gen-
eral thcurem allows us to formulate the analogs of these theorems on the polytope.

lír.y u~ords: inlcrsection thcorem, unit simplez, polytope, closed cnrering, óalnnced-
n ess
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1 Introduction

Interseetion therorems are used to prove the existence of solutions to mathematical
programming problcros. The probably most well-known intersection theorem is the
Iinaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz (KKM) lemma on the unit simplex. This lemma
(see Knaster, Kuratowski and Mazurkiewicz [9]) states that n closed subsets covering
the (rz - 1)-dimensional unit simplex S" and satisfying some boundary condition have
a nonempty intersection. A rclated theorem is due to Sperner [16]. The reformulation
of this theorem given by Fan [1] and Freidenfelds [2] can also be found in Scarf [14]
and is known as Scarf's lemma. Further generalizations of intersection theorems on
the unit simplex can be found in Scarf (13], Shapley [15], Gale [5], Freund [4], Ichiishi
[6] and Joosten and Talman [S]. bToreover, generalizations of intersection theorems to
thf, cube or simplotope are stated in Freund [4], van der Laan, Talman and Van der
llcyden [I I], van dcr l,aan and Talman [12] and Talman [17]. "1'hese generalizations
can be used t.o provc thc existence of a Nash eyuilibrium in a noncooperative N-persou
gamc.

Recently the intersection theory has been generalized by Ichiishi and Idzik
[7] to closed coverings of a compact, convex polyhedron, called a polytope. They
generalize the KKM lemma and show that Gale's theorem on the unit simplex can
be derived from their intersection result on the polytope. In this paper we formulate
a general intersection theorem on the polytope. The theorem differs from the results
mcntioned above by the way in which the boundary conditions are formulated. As
far as wc know, in all intersection theorems the boundary condition is of the form
that every facet of the set under consideration (simplex, simplotope or polytope) is
covered by the union of some specified elements of the family of sets forming the
covering. In our theorem we give one general condition to be satisfied at every point
on the boundary. This results in a theorem which implies most of the results stated
above as special cases. In particular we show that the theorems of KKM, Sperner,
Scarf, Shapley and lchiishi on the rmit simplex and also some theorems of [chiishi
and Idzik on a polyt,ope all satisfy the boundary condition fronr our theorem on the
polytope and thereforc can be derived from our theorem as special cases. Moreover
wc show that Gale's thcorem can be proved by applying our thcorem. Our theorem
also allows to derivc the analogs of the thcorems on the unit simplex to the polytope.
In particular, we formulate the analogs of the theorems of KKM, Sperner, Shapley
and (chiishi on the polytope. One of these results is closely related to a result given
in Ichiishi and Idzik [7].

Thís paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the mathematical prelim-
inaries. Several concepts and some notation are introdur.ed concerning the polytope.
Also the concept of balancedness of a collection of vectors is given. In Section 3 we
formulate and prove the main result. In Section 4 we show that most of the results
on the unit simplex follow as special cases from our main theorem. In Section 5 we
derive some special theorems on the polytope. These theorems can be seen as the
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analogs of the thcorems of I~K~~t, Sperner, Shapley and Ichiishi on thc unit simplex.

2 Notation and preliminaries
For n an integer, the set of integers { l, ..., n} is denoted by I". For given l, 0 G 1 G n,
let the n-! vectors dA, h E I"-i in the n-dimensional space R" form an orthogonal
hasis for thc (n - I)-dimensional subspacc

-i
V- x E R" ~ x-~ vhdh, ~n E R for h E 1„-rl .

A-1 J

For l- n we define V-{0}. We define

V'-{rER"~rTr~-O,foraIIJEV}

as the !-dimensional suhspace V' orthogonal to V. Let I be a set of at least l f 1
integers. Then, for given vectors a', i E I in R", and real numbers a', i E I, and ëh,
h E 1"-~, let the polytope P be defined bv

P- {z E R" ~ a'Tr G cr;, i E I and dATr, - óh, h E 1"-~} .

Without loss of generality, we assume thai. P is a simple (-dimensional set in R" and
Lhat nonc of thc constraints a'Tr G a„ i E 1, is rcdundant.

For T C 1, we define -

I'(7')-{.rE P~n'Tr-a; foriE'1'}.

Observe that F(0) - P. [n case F(T) is nonempty, we call F('I') a face of P. We
notice that (or every face F(T) the dimension of h'(T) is equal to k- ~T~, where ~T~
denotes the number of elements in T. When, for some i E !, T- {i}, we call F(T)
a facet of P and we denote this facet by F;. When ~T~ -! and F(T) is nonempty,
F(T) is a vertex of P. Furthermore, let bnd(P) denote the relative boundary of the
set P, i.e., for a poínt x E bnd(P) at least one oC the constraints a'rx - a;, i E I, is
binding. For x E bnd( P), the set I~ is defined as

Ir - {i E I I a~Tx - a~} ,

i.e., h is the set of indices for which the corresponding constraint is binding at z.
Clearly, for any T C!r, r belongs to F(T). Moreover, for T C l, let A(T) be the
cone defined by

-~ l
AÍ ~~) - s E R" ~.r -~ a;a' ~- ~ VhdA, a, ? 0, i E 7' and vA E R, h E I"-~ j

iET h-1 11



wit.h A(0) -{0} when 1- n, and let A'(T) be the polar cone of A(T) defined by

A'(7') -{y E R" ~ yr.r C 0 for all a E A(T)}.

l3y definition we have that A(T) (1 A'(T) - {0}, for all T C I.
Finally, for some finite nonempty set J, let be given a collection of vectors c~,

j E J, in R". For a nonempty set T C J, we define

C,(T)-(xER"~x-~p~c', ~p~-landp~~O,jET 1 ,
l JET ~ET

i.c., C(T) is the convex hull oi the vectors c~, j E T. We assume that 0 E C(J). We
now give the following definition.

Definition 2.1
For some nonempty subset T of J, the collection of vectors {d ~ j E T} is óalanced
when the origin lies in the relative interior of C(T), i.e., if the syslem of linear
equalions ~~ETt~~C~ - O hQS a positive sohition p~, j E T.

Without confusion, we say that the set T is balanced if the corresponding collection
of vectors is balanced.

3 Intersection theorem
Given a polytope P and a collection of vectors {d ~ j E J} in R", take a collection
of sets {C~ ~ j E J} being a closed covering of the polytope P. For x E P, we
define J~ -{j E J ~ x E C'}. In the next theorem we give a sufficient condition to
guarantee that there is a balanced set of indices in J for which the intersection of
sets labelled by these indices is nonempty.

Main Theorem
Let the collection of vectors {c~ ~ j E J} in R" be such that C(J) fl V-{0} and let
{C~ ~ j E J} be a collection of closed sets covering the polytope P such that Jor every
x E ónd(P),

C(J~) rl A'(I~) ~ 0.

Then lhere erists a bnlanced set T' C J for which f1~ET.C' ~ 0.

P roof.
Let the polytope P' be defined by

P'-{xER"~a'raG~;f1,iEl,dhr2-ÁA,hEI„-~}.



('Icarly, P' is nonc~npl.y, convcx and compact and P' contains P in ils rclativc~ intcrior.
For r E P', Iet, p(r) be t.he orthogonal projection of r on 1'. f3ecause uf the convexity
of P, the function p: P' ~ P is continuous. For given r E P' ` 1', there exist unique
nonnegative numbers p;, i E Iptrl, such that x- p(x) -~;EI~~~ p;a'. We define
I(x) - {i E lytrl ~!i; ~ 0}. For any sequence of points (x',x2,...) in P' ` P with
I(.rA) - I' for some !' and for every h, ronverging to a point x' E P' ` P, it holds
that !(x') C I'. Now, let the point-to-set mapping F: P' y C(J) be defined by

F(x) - C(Jr) if x E P,

F(x) - A'(!(.z)) fl C(Jyt~t) if x E P' `P.

Since, for every x~ P, 1(r) C Iptrt we have that A(!(x)) C A(lat~l) and óence
A'(lot~~) C A"(I(r)). So, C(Jptrl) fl A'(Iptrl) C C'(Jptr~) fl A'(!(r)) and therefore
F(x) ~ 0 if r~ P, because of the boundary condition. Clearly, since the sets C'
are a covering of P, F(x) ~ 0 iC x E P. Furthermore, F is upper-hemi continuous
because I(r') C I' for any sequence {r~,r~,...} of points with !(rA) - I' for every
h, converging to a point r` E P' ` P. Moreover, by definition F(x) is convex and
compact. Now, let the point-to-set mapping C from C(J) to thc collection of subsets
of P' bc given by

C(y) -{x' E P' ~ xry G x'ry for every x E P'}, y E C(J).

Also G is upper hemi-continuous and for every y E C(J) the set G'(y) is nonempty,
convex and compact. Flence, according to Kakutani's fixed point theorem the map-
ping H from the Cartesian product P' x C(J) to the collection of subsets of this set,
defined by H(x, y) - G(y) x F(x), (x, y) E P' x C(J), has a fixed point on P'x C(J),
i.e., there exists an (r', y') E P' x C(J) such that x' E C(y') and y' E F(x').
From x' E C(y') it follows that

xT y` G x'T y', (or every x E P.

Consequently, x' solves the problem

maxxTy' s.t. a'Tx G o; f 1, i E I, dATx - áA, h E I„-~.

I~rum t.hc sulutiun to thc Jual of this prohleni it follows that t.hcrc exi,t. nounegativc
numbers a~, i E l, and vh, h E!„-i satisfying

.y' - ~ ~;a' f ~ vhdA.
iE1 AEI„-i

F'rom y' E F'(x') it follows that y' E C(Jtot~.l). Let J' - J~t~.l. Then there exists
nonnegative numbers'i~, j E J', summing up to one, satisfying

y' - ~ p~c~.
JEJ'
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Ilencc,

~ Ir~~ - ~ ~~ a~ f ~ Lhdh'
~EJ' iEl hEl„-~

Now, ,npposc that r` ~ bnd(P'). ' I'hcn nonc of thc const.raints a'rr - cr, -~ 1 is
binding at r' and from thc primal-dual thcory it follows Lhal, ~~ - 0 for all i E I.
Ilcncc, we obtain

hp~c' - ~ vhd .
jEJ' hEl„-k

Since C(J) (1 V- {0}, this implies that

~ le~c' - 0.
jEJ'

Morcover, by deGnition of J', p(.r') E f1jEJ.C' and thercfore f1~EJ.Cj ~ 0 . Hence
the theorem holds with 'I" -{h E J' ~!cn ~ 0}. Finally, suppose I,hat. r' E bnd(P').
Let

!"-{iEl~a`Tx'-a;-}~l}.

Since !' C!(x') and therefore A(I') C A(I(x')), we obtain y' E A(I(x')). Since
y' E F(x'), we also have that y' E A"(I(z')). Hence, y' E A(!(r'))flA'(I(x`)) -{0}
and thus we have both

~ Ic~c' - 0
jEJ'

and p(z') E(hEJ.C'. Again the theorem holds with 7" -{h E J` ~ ph ~ 0)}. Q.E.D.

Notice that the condition C(J) fl V- {0} is satisfied if C(J) C V'.

4 Applications on the unit simplex
In this section we apply the Main Theorem to prove several well-known intersection
results on the unit simpiex S" - {x E Rt ~~-r x; - 1}. For h E I,,, Sh denotes the
faceL Sh - {x E S" ~ xh - 0}, and for T C l,,, S"(T) - f1hETSh. Furthermore, for
S C l,,, let the n-vector ms be defined by ~;E~ ~Slei, where ~S~ denotes the number
of elements in S and where ei is the ith unit vector in R". Observe that ms - ei
if S-{i}. For ease of notation we write m~~ - m. Now, take 1- n- I, dr - m,
ár - l~n, 1- I,,, ai - m- e' and a; - I~n for i E I,,. Observe that ai E V' ior all
i E l,,. Now, S" can be rewritten as the polytope P given by

S"-{xER"~aiTxCai,iEl„anddrTx-ór}.

Notice that for T C 1,,, F(T )- S"(T ). The next lemma can already be found
in Sperner [16]. The formulation below is due to Fan [1], see also Scarf [14] and
Freidenfelds [2].
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Theorem 4.1 Sperner Lemma.
Lel {C' ~ j E I„} 6e a collection ojclosed sets covering the unil simpler S" satisjying
that jor every h E 1„ the jacet Sh is a subset of Cs. Then f1~E~„C' ~ 0.

E'roof.
'I'ake J - l„ and for j E I,,, take c' --a~. Clearly, C(J) C V' and 0 E C(J). Since
the sets C', j E I„ are closed, it follows from the boundary condition that !~ C Jr
if z E bnd(S"). lience, íf s E bnd(S"), then C(J~) fl A'(h) ~ 0. For instance take
b--~iET ~T~a', whcre T- !r ~ I,,. Then 6 E A'(T)f1C(T) C A'(!~)f1C(Jx), since
"I' C J:. Since C"(T) is empty if T- I,,, the boundary conditions o( the Main The-
orem are satisfied and hence there is a balanced set T' C I„ for which (I~ET.C' ~ 0.
}{owever, by definition of the vectors e', j E I,,, the set I„ is the uniyue balanced set.
c~. E. n.

The lemma of Sperner is a special case of a theorem of Scarf [13]. Also this
theorem follows from the Main Theorem. 'I'o state the theorem, let B be an n x k
matrix, k~ ra, satisfying tha.t b' - e`, i E 1,,, with N the jth column of B, j E Ik.

Theorem A.2 Scarf Lemma.
l.et {C' ~ j E Ik} 6e a col(ection of closed sets covering the unit simplez S" satisjying
that jor every h E I„ lhe jacet Sh is a subset of Ch. Let c E Rt `{0} 6e given and
assume that the set ojsolutions {y E Rt ~ By - c} is nonemply and bounded. Then
there exists a set T' C Ik such tl:at the system of equations ~~ET. p~6' - c has a
positive solulion and f1jE7..C~ ~ (~.

Proof.
Take J- Ik and for j E Ik, take c' - W- 7ic, where ry~ - rcnr.TU'. So ry~ - 1 for
j E 1,,. Without loss of generality we may assume that c E S". Then, 0 E C(J)
and mTC' - 0, j E Ik, and hence C(J) C V'. Let x E bnd(S") be such that
z E F(T) with T - l,.. From the boundary condition we have that C(T) C C(J~).
So the bonndary condition of the Main Theorem is satisfied if A'(T) fl C(T) ~ 0.
First suppose that ch - 0 for all h E T. Then, for every i, j E T, it holds that
dTa' -(e' - c)T(m - e') -- e~Te' G 0, so that c~ E A'(T) fl C(T) for any j E T.
Now suppose that ch 1 0 for some h E T. Then take y-~~ET ~hET ~hd. Clearly,
y E C(T). Moreover, for every i E T, yTa' --y; G 0, and so y E A'(T). Hence,
the conditions of the Main Theorem are satisfied and there is a balanced set T' C!k
satisfying f1~ET.C' ~ 0. Qalancedness of T' implies that there exist a~ 1 0 for
j E T' satisfying ~~ET. ~~ - 1 such that ~iET. ~~c' - 0, i.e, ~~ET. a~N - a'c - 0
with a' -~~ET. a~ry~. Since b' - e' for i E l,,, we have that c-~;E~~ c;b', from
which it follows that ~jET. a~N -~;E~~ a'c;b' - 0. From the boundedness of the set
{y E Rt ~ By - c} it follows that 0~ {By ~ y E R} `{0)}. }Icncc a' ~ 0 and

~iEr.l~~b' - c, whcre p~ - á 1 0 for all j E 7". Q.E.U.



The following lemma is the well-known lemma of Knaster, Kuratowski and
Mazurkicwirz [9] and can bc seen as thc dnal of t.hc Sperner lemma.

1'heorem 4.3 KKM Lemma.
Lrl {('' ~ j E 1„} br n colleclioa njclnsed ..vls eancring lhe unil .,lneplc.r.S" satisfyirtg
llral jor rrery T C 1,,, lhe jnce S"('I') is cnrtlained in U~~TC'. 7'here n~Er„('' ~ 0.

Proof.

'fake J- I„ and for j E l,,, take d- a~. Again, C(J) C V' and 0 belongs to the
convex hull of the vectors c~, j E I,,. From the boundary condition we have that,
Jr n 1„ `T ~ 0 if z is a point in the boundary of S" such that !r - T. Since for
any pair a' and a', i ~ j, it holds that a'Ta~ G 0, we have that for every T C 1,,,
a~ E f1'(T) if j~ T. According to the boundary condition, J,. contains at least
ono element j ~ l,. Hence C(J~) n A'(1~) ~ 0 if z E bnd(.S") and the boundary
condition o( the Main Theorem is satisfied. So, there is a balanced set T' C 1„ for
which n,ET.C' ~ 0. Again the set I„ is the unique balanced set. Q.E.D.

The next wcll-known intersection theorem on the unit sirnplex is the intersec-
tion theorem of Shapley [15]. To do so, we need the concept of balancedness of sets.
To distinguish the balancedness of sets from the notion of balancedness of vectors in
Definition 'l.l, we speak in the former case about set-balancedness.

Definition 4.4
hel ,ti~ be the collection oj all nonemply subsets oj tl:e set oj inlegers 1,,. Then a
family Li -{Bt,...,Bk} ojk elements of A~ is set-balanced if there ezist positive
numbers ~~, j - I,...,k, such that ~~-r a~mBr - m.

Theorem 9.5 Shapley Lemma.
Let {CS ~ S E N} be a collection oJ closed sets covering the unit simple.z S" satisjying
thal jor every T C 1,,, il holds thnt S"(T) C Usct„`TCS. Then there is a set-balanced
jamily 13 - {81,...,Bk} ojelements oj~V jor which n~-rCBr ~ 0.

P roof.
Take J- J1í and for any set S E lV, take cs - m- ms. Then C(J) C V' and
0 E C(J). From the boundary condition we have that Jr contains some set S C l„`T
if T- Ir. Moreover, for any T C I,,, cSTa~ G 0 for every j E T and S C I„ `T.
Hence, for any x on the boundary of 5'", C(J,) n A'(h) qE 1~. From the Main The-
orem it (ollows then that there exists a farnily Li - { Br, ... , Bk} satisfying that thc
collection of vectors c~r, j - 1,...,k, is balanced and n~-rCHr ~ 0. By definition
of the vectors cs, S E N , the family Ci is set-balanced and hence the theorem holds.
Q.E.D.

The following intersection theorem on the unit simplex is due to Ichiishi [6]
and can be considered as the dual of the Shapley Lemma.



Theorem 4.6 Ichiishi Lemma.
Lel {Cs ~ S E N} 6e a collection of closed sets covering the simple.r S" salisjying
that jor every T C I„ it holds that S"(T) C UTCSCs. Then there is a set-balanced
Jamily C3 - {Bl,... , 13k} oj elements ojiV jor which f1j-rCB~ ~ 0.

P roof.
For J -,'V, take cs - ms - m for every set S E N. Then again C(J) C V' and
0 E C(J). From the boundary condition we have that J~ contains some set S having
T as a subset if T E S"(T). Moreover, for any T C 1,,, csTa~ G 0 for evcry j E T
and S~'I'. Ilancc, Ihc boundary condition of thc Main '1'hcorcnr is satis(icd and
there exists a family Ci - {Br,...,Bk} satisfying that the collection of vectors cB~,
j - l, ...,~, is balanced and f1~-rCB~ ~ 0. By definition of the vectors cs, then also
the family Ci is set.-balanced and hence the theorem holds. Q.E.D.

In the next two lemtna's the unit simplex S" is covered by a collection of
sets C", i, j E 1,,. The second lemma is established by Gale [5] and generalizes thc
KKM lemma by imposing for every j E I„ the KhM boundary conditions for the
collecl.ion {C" ~ i E I„}. To prove this lemrna by using the Main 1'hc~orem we Irave to
reformulate the problem on the product space of two unit simplices. This approach
is very similar to the proof given in Ichiishi and Idzik [7]. ' I'hc first lemma is due to
Joosten and 1'alman [b] and can be proved directly by applying the Main Theorem.

Theorem 9.7 Joosten and Talman Lemma.
Let {C" ~ i E 1,,, j E I„} 6e a collection oj closed sets covering the unit simple.z
S" salisjying thnt ij r E ónd(S"), then r E C'~ jor some j E I„ with x~ 1 0 or
z E U~E~„C'~ Jor nll i E 1„ jor which z, - 0. Then lhere exisls a nonempty set
~' C I„ and, wilh k-[1'~, a permulatiou a(I') -(Qr,...,ok) ojthe elements oj!',
such that f1;Er.C"' ~ 0.

P roof.
Take J- I„ x!„ and for (i, j) E J, take c'~ - e' - e~. Clearly, C(j) C V' and
0 E C(J). Without loss of generality we may assume that C" - 0 for every i E 1,,.
Suppose, there is an T E bnd(S") such that a~ - 0 if x E C". Becausc of the bound-
ary condition we then have s E U~E~„C" for all i E I„ for which T; - 0. As shown
in [8] then there exists a set 1' C {i E I„ ~ x; - 0} and a pcrmutation a(I') such
that x E f1;E~.C"' and hence the theorem holds. Otherwise, for every x E bnd(S"),
x E C'~ (or some pair (i, j) E J with x~ ~ 0. Then, for such a pair (i, j), (c")Tah G p
for every h E!~ since j~ h. 1lence, A'(l,) (1 C(j~) ~ 0 if r E bnd(S"). So, the
boundary condition of the Main Theorem is satisfied and there is a balanced set
7" C J for which .r E t1t;,~tE7..C" ~ 0. Clearly, by definition of the vectors c'~,
(i, j) E J, balancedness o( T' implics that. therc exists a set I' C I„ and a permuta-
tion o(I') such that {(i,o;) [ i E 1'} C"I". Q.G.U.
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Theorem 4.8 Gale Lemma.
For each j E !", lel {C" ~ i E I"} be a collection of closed sels covering the simplex
S" and satisfying thal for every T C!", S"(T) C U;~TC'~. Then there exists a
permutation o-(o~,...,o") of the indices of I", snch that n;E,"Co~j ~~

Proof.
'Co prove this t.hcorem, we apply the Main Theorem on the simplotope S given by
S- S" x S", i.e.,

S-{xER2n~à'TxGo;,iElz"anddhTx-6r,h-1,2}

Wlth d~ - (d~T,OT)T, !l2 - (nT.!!~T)T, a' - (aiT.ÍIT)T, i E !n, ~~ - ( QT !!(i-n)T)T

1 E l.t., ` 1,,. Morcovi~r, dc,finc Lhc ln-dinn,nsional vcctors c`~ by f'' -(u'T,a~T)T,

i,j E I,,. Obscrvc that C(.l) C L~' and 0 E C(J). 1~inally, dcfinc the scts C" C
S" x S" by C" -("' x S". Now, the covering {C", i, j E I„} of S satisfies the
boundary condition of the Main Theorem. To see this, for two nonempty subsets
'l~,TZ C !", let x be a point in the relative interior of the face S"(T~) x S"(T2) of
S" x S". Then, for every i~ T~ and j ~ TZ, cijT àh G 0 for all h E T~ and h- n E 7z
and hence c'~ E A'(Ti U TZ), where T2 -{h E 12" ` I" ~ h - n E T2}. Moreover,
by the boundary condition we have that for any j E I", there exists an i ~ T~ such
that x E C" and hence c'~ E C(Jr). Thus, for j~ TZ and i~ T~, we have that
c`~ E C(J~)f1 A'(T~ UTZ). Since lr - T~ UT2 the boundary condition on S is satisfied.
Hence there is a balanced collection of vectors c" such that the corresponding sets C"
have a non-empty intersection. So, there are a set T C I" x 1" and positive numbers
l~i;~, ( i, j) E T such that

~ p;jc'~ - 0
(i,j)ET

and

n(i.jIETC'~ ~ 0.

Define p;j - EA '~hk . Since c" - à` f à~t", it follows that for each i E I" we must
have that ~~ p~j - ~ and that for each j E 1", ~; Fr;j -~. Frorn this property it
follows that the n x"n matrix C~ defined by u;j - nt~;j if (i,j) E T and u;j - 0 if
(i, j) ~ T is a double stochastic matrix and therefore U is a convex combination of
permutation matrices according to the theorem of [iirkhoff and von Neumann. So,
there exists a permutation o -(or, ..., o") of the indices of I,,, such that uo„j ~ 0
and hence (oj, j) E T. Since f1(;.jfETC'~ ~ 0 implies that fl(;,jtETCij ~ 0, this proves
the theorem. Q.E.D.

In the Gale Lemma we have that for each j E I" the collection of sets {Ci' ~ i E I"}
satisfies the condition of the KKM Lemma. In the following theorem we have that for
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rach j E I„ tho collcction of scts {C`~ ~ i E I„} satisfics thc condit.ion of thc Spcrner
L~~mnia. So, this t,hcorcm can hc considcred as t.he dual of tóc Calc Lemma. The
proof goes along thc samc lines of Thcorcm 4.8 and is Icft to lhe rc~ader.

Theorem 9.9
F'or each j E I,,, let {C" ~ i E I„} 6e a colleclion ojclosed sels covering the simplex
S" and satisjying that jor every h E ~,,, the jacet Sh is a subset of Ch~. Then there
exists a permutation a-(oi, ... , o„) of lhe indices oj I,,, such that fhE~~C'~i ~ 0

5 Intersection theorems on the polytope
In this section the i,tain Theorem is applied to generalize several of the intersection
theorems on the unit simplex to an arbitrary polytope P. In these generalizations
without loss of generality we will ignore the eyuality constraints on P. f[ence V-{0},
and C(J) fl V-{0} is satisfied if 0 E C(.l ). Now, the polytope under consideration
eyuals

P-{x E R" ~ a'Tx G a;, i E I}

with I a set of at least n f 1 elements. Since P is bounded we have that 0 lies in the
convex hull of the vectors a~, j E I. Now, we first generalize the Sperner Lemma to
the polytope. To provc this generalization, we state the following lemma, in which
forTCl,A(T)-{xER"~x-~;ET~;a', ~iET~~-1,~t~0,iET}.

Lemma 5.1 For any T C l, A(T) fl -A'(T) ~ 0.

Proof.
Suppose 0 E A(T). Then the lemma holds with y- 0. Now, suppose that 0~ A(T).
Since À(T) C A(T) and A(T) fl A'(T) - {0}, it follows that A(T) fl A'(T) - 0.
Hence, for every x E A(T), aTa' ~ 0 for at least one i E T. Therefore, a' 1 0 with
a' the optimal value of the primal linear programming problem

(P) mincr, s.t. T E A(T) and a 1 aTa', for all i E T.

Now, let v' be the optimal value of the dual linear programming problem

(D) maxv, s.t. - y E A(T) and v G -yTa', for all i E T.

Then according to the primal-dual theory we have that v' - a' ~ 0. Let y' be any
solution to (D). Then, -y'Ta' ~ v` ~ 0 for all i E T and hence y' E A'(T). Since
-y' E A(T), this proves the lemma. (~.E.D.

We can now prove the following generalization of Sperner's lemma.
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Theorem 5.2
l,cl {C' ~ j E l} be a collertion of closed sels covering the palytape P salisfying thal
for rrrry h E 1,,, thr facft F~ is a subscl nf Ch. Then thcrr crisl a srl T' C 1,,, and
pnsilinr numbrrs tc~, j E"1", surh lhal {a~ ~ j E 7"} is balanrrd nnd njE7,.C'~ ~ d.

Proof.
Take J- I and cti --ati, h E!. Clearly, 0 E C(J). For a boundary point x in the
relative interior of F(T), we have that -A(T) C C(J~~ since a E Ch for every h E T.
From Lemma 5.1 it follows that there exists a y E -A(T) satisfying y E A'(T). So,
y E C(Jr)nA'(1~), since -A(T) C C(J) and !~ - T. Hence the boundary condition
of the Main '1'heorem is satisfied and there exists a balanced set T' C!m for which
n~ET~C' ~ 0. Clearly, if T' is balanced, then also {ar ~ j E T'} is balanced. Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.2 says that under the boundary condition there exists a set of
indices T' such that the intersection of the sets Ch, h E T`, is not empty and 0 lies
in the interior of the convex hull of the vectors ah, h E T'. T'he theorem is illustrated
in Figure I for n- 2 and I- Is. In lhis figure x' is the only intersection point. At
r' it holds that r' E C' nC2nC' whereas 0 lies in the relative interior of the convex
hul I of a' , a2, a4 and hence the set { I, 2, 4} is balanced. Notice that the points z'
and r2 do not satisfy the rcquirements because at r' we do not have that 0 lies in
the convex hull of a2, as, a~ and at r~ not that 0 lies in the convex hull of a', a4, as.

We remark that in case P is an n-dimensional simplex S given by S- {x E
R" ~ a'Tr G 6; for i E I" fi }, we have that the polytope is covered by n-} I closed
sets. Since for any k c n, 0 can not lie in the relative interior of the convex hull of any
l~ of thc a~'s, we must havc that T" - I"t~ and hence by thc Main 1'heorem all n-f 1
sets have a nonempty intersection. This result is eyuivalent to Spcrner's intersection
theorern on the ( unit) simplex, sec Theorem 4.1. In general, if in 1'heorem 5.2 the
set T' contains more than n f l elements, then the set T' can be reduced to a set
T' of n -} 1 indices, such that the vectors a~, j E T', are affinely independent. Notice
that we do not require that in Theorem 5.2 the set T' must exist of precisely n-f- 1
elements. For example, let the polytope be the n-dimensional unit cube K" given by

K"-{xER" ~OGx; G 1 foriE!"}.

Let us denote the 2n facets of lí" by Ft; - {x E Ií" ~ r; - 1} and F-; -{x E K" ~
x; - 0}, for i - 1, ..., n. In this case 1- !" U-I" and the polytope is covered by 2n
closed sets, denoted by Ct' and C" for i- 1, ..., n, such that Ch contains Fh for
every h E I" U-I". Under this boundary condition we have the following corollary.

Corollary 5.3
Lel P 6e the n-dimeasional unil cube Ií" and Iet {C~ ~ h E I" U-I"} be a collection
of closed sets covering K" such that for every h E I" U- I" the facet Fti is a subset
of Cr`. Then there is an indea i E 1" such that

C}~ n C-' ~ 0.
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F,

Figure l: [Ilustration of Theorem 5.2; n- 2, I- Ir,

Yroof.
We have that at' - e~ and a-' -- c' for every j E 1,,. BuL for any T C I„ U-I,,,
the system ~hET Uhah - O can only have a positive solution if for some i E I„ both
ti and - i belong to T. Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.3 is illustrated in Figure 2 for n- 2. In this figure the whole curve
between x~ and x2 is the intersection of Cf~ and C-~.

In Theorem 5.2 it is assumed that for every h E I the facet Fti lies in Ch. The
next corollary follows immediately from Theorem 5.2 by taking the sets covering P
equal to C' U F„j E Im.

Corollary 5.4
Let {C' ~ j E I} 6e an arbitrary collection of closed sets covering the polytope P.
Then there exist a set T' C I and an x' E P, such that {a' ~ j E T'} is óalanced and
for every j E T', x' ~ C' implies x' E F~.

We remark that in Corollary 5.4 we allow that some of the sets C~ ace empty.
In particular, suppose that P is covered by just one set Ck for some k E Im. Now,
let x' be a solution to the linear programming problem

minxTak subject Lo a'Tx G b; for all i E I (1)

and let K be the set of indices given by K-{i E~ ~ a'Tx' - b; }. Then it follows from
the dual of (1) that there exist a set J' C lí and positive numbers v; for i E J' such
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Fz

Figure 2: Illustration of Corollarv 5.3; n-'2

that ~;E~. v; a' --ak and hence with vk - 1 we have that T' - J' U{k} satisfies
the conditions with .r' in the intersection of the sets C' U F;, j E T'. Corollary 5.4
is illustrated in Figure 3 for n- 2 and I - I5. In this figure the sets C1 and CZ
are empty and the point r` is the only intersection point. It lics in F, n P~ n C',
whercas 0 lies in the relative interior of the convex hull of a~, a2 and a~, and hence
7" -{1,2,4} is balanced. Notice that thc set {3,4,5} is not balanced and hence x~
is not an intcrsertion point.

'fheorem 5.2 can be seen ati the continuous analog of a theorem of Freund [3],
who shows that in a labelled simplicial subdivision of the polytope P with label set !,
there exists a set T of labels, such that 0 lies in the convex hull of the set {ah, h E T}
and there is a simplex o such that the set T is the set of labels of the vertices of
o. This theorem of Freund contains as a special case a result of van der Laan and
Talman ( ]0~, implying that in any properly labelled simplicial subdivision of an n-
dimensíonal cube lí" with label set !" U-I", there exist an integer h E!" and a
simplex o having two vertices with labels h and -h. This result is the combinatorial
analog of Corollary 5.4.

In the next theorem we generalize the KKM lemma on the unit simplex to
the polytope P. To do so, we first observe that the face S"(T) of the unit simplex
S" is just the convex hull of the vertices e', i ~ T. Hence S"(T) can be written
as 0~"~T with OS defined as the convex hull of the vertices e', i E S. Doing so,
the boundary condition of the KKM lemma can be rewritten as O~s C U;E~C' for



Figure 3: Illustration of Corollary 5.4; n- 2, I- IS

a,ny S C I,,. This givcs an important insight in the difference between the Sperner
Iemma and the KKM lemma. In the Sperner lemma, each facet. S~ is covered by Ch
and so the numbcr of sets C'h is equal to t,he number of facet.s. In gcneralizing thc
Spenrer lernma to the polytope, we indc~crd had that in Theorem 5.2 the number of
sets covering the polytope equals the number oi constraints. However, in the KKM
lemma we have that each face, being the convex hull of a number of vertices, is
covered by the union of sets correspondíng to the vertices carrying the face. So, the
number of sets equals the mm~ber of vertices. For n- 2 or ~l~ - n~ 1 the number
of vertices eyuals the number of facet.s. Ilowever, for n ) 2 and ~I~~ n~- I, this is in
general not the casc. So, generalizing the KKM lemma to the polytope, the number
of sets covering P should be equal to the number of vertices. Therefore, for a given
polytope P-{x E R" ~ a'Ta G a;, i E I}, let t be the number of vertices and let
{v~, j E Ir} be the set of vertices of P. Then we have the following generalization of
the KKM lemma, in which the boundary condition says that every face is covered by
the sets labelled by the vertices of that face.

Theorem 5.5
Lel {C' ~ j E li} 6e a collection oJ closed sels covering lhe polytope P with vertices
~~'. j E Ir, satisJying thal every Jace F(T), T C 1, is covered by U{Ch ~ vh E F(T)}.
7'hen Jor any c E P lhere eaists a sel T' C ~i such lhat c lies in the convex hull oJ
lhe veclors v~, j E 7", and f1~ET.C' ~ 0.
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P roof.
Take J- Ir and for j E J, take c' - c- r~. Clearly, 0 E C(J). Let r be a boundary
point of P and let vh be a vertex of F(T), where T- h, i.e., r lics in the relative
intcrior of h'(T ). Then we have that nhTa' - ct; for any i E 7'. I Icnce, for every i E T
it holcls Ihat ('hTd~ G 0 hecause fT(1~ G a,. `I'hus, for any vertex rh of h'(T) we havc
thal r~ E A'(7'). MonYrver, by thc boundary condition, r E('ti for at Icast onc sct
Cti corresponding to a vertex vr` of F(T) and therefore cA E C(.Ir) for at least one vti
in F(T). Hence, the boundary condition o[ the Main Theorem is satisfied and there
exists a balanced set T' C J for which t1~ET.C' ~ 0. Clearly, the balancedness of T'
implies that c lies in the convex hull of the vertices v~, j E T'. Q.E.D.

Observc that in case of the [~K)Vt Icmma on the unit simplex we have that
r~h - e~, h E 1,,. Taking c- m E S" wc obtain that Ch - tn - eh, showing that
"1'hcorcm .5.~i rontains "I'hcorcm 4.3 as a spccial casc.

Obscrvc that 'fhcxirem 5.~i holds for any c E P. If 0 E I', wc may take c- 0
aud obtain the result thal, there is a sct of indices T' for wlric h the corresponding
sets C' have a nonernpty interscction and for which the collection of rorresponding
vertices is balanced. In the same way'Cheorem 5.2 can be generalized hy stating that
for any e E C(J), there exists a set T' for which the corresponding sets C' have a
nonernpty intersection and for which c is rontained in the convex hull of the vectors
-cr'. j E 7".

"I'hcomm ~i.~i is illustratcd in the I~igures 4 and .5. In 1~ igurc 4 thc point c
lics in the convex hull of a', v~ and r5, whcreas thc sets Cr, (" and CS rnect each
othcr in thc point r'. In higurc .5 wc havo that rr is thc intcrsection point if c lics
in the interior o( the triangle G vr,v~,r3 1, r2 is the intersecl.ion point if c lies in
the interior of C vr, a3, v" 1, while the whole curve between r~ and x2 is the set of
intersection point if c lies on the line [v', v2].

Notice that Theorem 5.5 is a special case of Theorem 3.1 in Jchiishi and Fdzik
[7]. It can be shown that under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 of Ichiishi and Idzik
the conditions of the Main Theorem are satisfied and therefore the Ichiishi and ldzik
Theorem 3.1 also follows from the Main Thcorem. Ichiishi and Jdzik also show that
their Theorem 3.1 is a special case from the theorem below, stated as Theorem 3.4
in [7]. Below we show that also this latter theorem is a special case of our Main
Theorem. In the following, aff(S) denotes the affine hull of the set S.
Theorem 5.6 Ichiishi and Idzik Theorem.
For k 1 n, let B 6e an n x k malri.z with colums H, j E Ik, and Jor t, n G t G
k, let W be lhe convez hull of the vectors b~, j E!c. Let {C~ ~ j E Ik} be a
collection oJ closed sets covering lhe sel FV. For some c E W, assumc thal the set
oJ solutions {y E Rt ~ By - c} is bounded. Furlhermore, assume that 0~ a„(j (W ),
b' E ap (W U Q) for nll j E !k, and that Jor every properface F oJ W it holds that
F C U{C~ ~ N E aJj(F) ~ aff {Q,c}, j E Ik}. Then there eaists a sel T' C I4 such
lhat the system of equntéons ~~ET. N~N - c has a positive solution and f1~ET.C' ~ 0.
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Figurc 4: lllustration of "fheorem 5.5; n- 2, I- IS

Figure 5: Illustration of Theorem 5.5; n- 2, !- I~
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Proof.

Since 0~ GV, without loss of generality we may assume that

n
aff(l-4')-{xER"~~x;-1}

j-i

and hencc l- n- I and d' - m, so that V-{x E R" ~ r- vm, v E R}.
Now, take J- Ik, and for j E J, take (~ --N f 7ic, wherc y; -~~ ~ 6~. Since
c E W we have that 0 E C(J). Moreover, mTC - l~n and hence for all j E Ik
we have that mTd - 0 and therefore d E V'. So C(J) C V'. Now, let x be a
point in the interior of some face F of W. Then, Ir C I is the set of elements cor-
responding to its binding constraints, i.e., F-{x E W ~ a'Tx - a;, i E h}, with
the appropriate vectors a' E R" and numbers a; E R, i E Ir. According to the
boundary condition there exists an element h E Ik such that both ch E C(J~) and
6h - dh -}- 6hc, for some dh E aff(F(h)) and bh E R. By substituting M we now
obtain that ch - -dh ~- (ryh - bh)c. By definition, ~~-~ c~ - 0, whcreas both dh and c
are in W. }lence, O - ~~-~ c~ - ~~-~ -d~ } (yh - óh) ~j-~ ej - -1 ~- 7h - (Sh and so
ch - c- dh. Moreover, a'TC G a; for all i E I and a'Tdh - a; for all i E~~. So, for all
t E Ír, aiTeh - a;T(,-a;Tdh G 0 and thus ch E A'(Ix). '[hercfofc, ch E f1'(Ir)nC(.1,.)
and the conditions of the Main Theorem are satisfied. Hence, there exists a balanced
set T' E Ik such that n;ET.C' ~ 0. Balancedness of T' implies that there exist a~ , 0
for j E T' satisfying ~~ET. a~d - 0. Hence, ~;Eq.. a~W - a'c with a' -~;ET. ~j7i.
Sincc t.hc set of solntions {,y E Rt ~ i3y - c} is boundcd, wc must havc that a' ~ 0.

Hence, ~;ET. li~b' - c, where p~ - á 1 0 for every j E 7". Q.E.D.

Finally we consider the generalizations of the Shapley and the Ichiishi lemma
on the unit simplex to the polytope. The first case is a straightforward generalization
of Theorem 5.5 by allowing that the polytope P is covered by a collection of closed
subsets {CS ~ S E G}, where G is the collection of nonempty subsets of I~. For S E G,
let vs be any point satisfying that vsTa' ~ a; for every i E T, where T is such that
vhTa' - a; for all h E S. Then we have the following result.

Theorem 5.7
Let {CS ~ S E G} be a collection of closed sets covering the potytope P with vertices
vh, h E !i, satisfying thnl every face F(T), T C I,,,, is covered 6y U{CS ~ vh E
h'(7') for all h E S}. 'I'hen, Jor nrry c E P, lhere exisls n fanaily Ci -{l3~, ..., I3k} of
k elemenls of G such thaf c(ies in lhe convez hul! of the veclors vA~, j- 1,...,k,
and n~-~C'B~ ~ 0.

Proof.
Take J - G and for S E G, take cs - c- vs. Again, 0 E C(J). Let z be a point
in the interior of the face F(T), so 1~ - T. Then there exists an S E J~ such that
vh E F(T) for al1 h E S. Since vSTa' ~ a;, we have that csTa` G 0 for every i E T.
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Figurc 6: Illustration of "l~heorem .5.7; n - 2, ~- IS

Consequently, rs E A'(T). Hence, thc boundary condition of t.hc Main Theorem is
satisfied. So thcre cxists a family [3 -{l3,,..., Bk} of elcments in G such that the
collection of vectors r~~, j- 1,...,k, is halanced and n~-rCH~ ~ 0. Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.7 is illustrated in Figure 6. In this figure the point c lies in the
convex hull of v~~, v23 and vr'S, whereas the sets C~~, C23 and Cr'S meet each other
in point x'. Observe that the point xr does not satisfy for the point c chosen in the
figure, but becomes an intersection point as soon as c is moved to a point in the
convex hull of v~~, v~3 and v~.

To generalize the lemma of Ichiishi on the unit simplex to the polytope P, let
rt~l be the collection of subsets T of I for which F(T ) is a face of P, and for T E rN,
let aT be any point in A(T ) n-A'(T ). From Lemma 5.1 we know that the latter set
is nonempty. Notice that aT - ah if T - {h} for some h E I.

Theorem 5.8
Let {CS ~ S E ~1A} 6e a collectéon oj closed sets covering the polytope P satisjying
that every jace F(T), T E M, is covered by U{CS ~ T C S}. Then there exists a
óalanced collection ojvecf.ors aB~, j- 1,...,b, such that n~-,Cd~ ~ 0.

Proof.
Take J-~1 and for S E~l, take cS --as. Clearly, Q E C(J). Let x be a bound-
ary point of P. Then there exists an S E Jr such that T C S and x E CS, where
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"I' - ~r. Since T C S, we have that A"(S) C A'(7') and hence cs E A'(T). Moreover
S C Jr and hence cs E C(Jr). So, the boundary condition of the Main Theorem is
satisfied and there exists a family Li - { Br, . .. , Bk} o( k elements in ~1~1 such that the
r-ollrct.ion of vcctors cH~, j- I.. .. , k, is balanccd and fh-i CH~ ~(]l. Sincc c~s --as
fur all .ti' E,1~1. Ihis implics that Lhc collcil.ion of vectors {uH~ ~ J- I,...,b~} is alsu
I~:rlanced. C~.1?.D.

Observe t.hat a' E A(S) and hence as is the convex combination of the vectors
an. h E S. This implies that the theorem can be reformulated by stating that there
exists a collection L3 - {Br,..., Bk} of elc:ments of A'1 such that f1~-rCB~ ~(d and
{a' ~ j E T'} is balanced, where T' - u~-,B,. This immediately proves Theorem
5.2, when we take F(T) - CT in case ~T~ ~ I. Finally we remark that the result of
Theorem 5.8 still holds when ~1.1 cquals the collection of all nonempty subsets of 1 or
if aT is any point in -A'(T). In the latter case aT need not be an element in A(T).

ln case the polytope is the product space of N unit simplices, i.e., P-
IINi.S"~, the intersection theorems statcd in Talman [17] and van der Laan and
`I'alman [1'2] arc obtained. In the latter paper the intersection theorems of Sperner
and I~1~M on the unit simplex arc gencralized to the simplotope and are applied in
providing a direct proof of the existence of a Nash equilibriurn in a noncooperative
game with N players with player j having n~ actions. In [17] also the results of
Shapley and Ichiishi are generalized to the simplotope.
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